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Yong Huang presents a new way of doing comparative philosophy as he demonstrates the
resources for contemporary ethics offered by the Cheng brothers, Cheng Hao (1032–1085)
and Cheng Yi (1033–1107), canonical neo-Confucian philosophers. Huang departs from the
standard method of Chinese/Western comparison, which tends to interest those already
interested in Chinese philosophy. While Western-oriented scholars may be excited to learn
about Chinese philosophers who have said things similar to what they or their favored
philosophers have to say, they hardly find anything philosophically new from such comparative
work. Instead of comparing and contrasting philosophers, each chapter of this book discusses
a significant topic in Western moral philosophy, examines the representative views on this topic
in the Western tradition, identifies their respective difficulties, and discusses how the Cheng
brothers have better things to say on the subject. Topics discussed include why one should be
moral, how weakness of will is not possible, whether virtue ethics is self-centered, in what
sense the political is also personal, how a moral theory can be of an antitheoretical nature, and
whether moral metaphysics is still possible in this postmodern and postmetaphysical age.

“...a very valuable text that could be used in a variety of contexts, from research to teaching …
This text makes a genuine contribution to comparative philosophy and to contemporary ethics.”  �
Journal of Chinese Religions“This book presents the philosophical ideas of the Cheng brothers
intelligently, convincingly, and powerfully. It is among the best books ever written on the Cheng
brothers, including works in the Chinese language.”  � Kam-por Yu, coeditor of Taking Confucian
Ethics Seriously: Contemporary Theories and Applications --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorYong Huang is Professor of Philosophy at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. He is the editor of Rorty, Pragmatism, and Confucianism: With Responses by
Richard Rorty, and the coeditor (with Yang Xiao) of Moral Relativism and Chinese Philosophy:
David Wong and His Critics, both published by SUNY Press.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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ConclusionNotesBibliographyIndexAcknowledgmentsThis book is long in process. I began to
have a serious interest in neo-Confucianism and a strong desire to write something about it
following two graduate seminars I took, on ZHU Xi and LIU Zongzhou respectively, with
Professor TU Weiming. It was at the time I was conceiving my dissertation topic on the debate
between liberalism and communitarianism on which is prior: (religious and metaphysical
conception of) the good or (political conception of) the right. I had a sense that something
could be developed from neo-Confucianism, particularly ZHU Xi’s philosophy, to reconcile
these two sides and thus had an itch to bring it into my dissertation. My dissertation committee,
directed by Professor Francis Fiorenza and including Cornel West and the late Gordon
Kaufman, wisely dissuaded me from doing it, not because they thought neo-Confucianism is
unimportant or irrelevant to this topic, but because the project would grow too big to be
manageable. They suggested that I focus on the liberal and communitarian debate in my
dissertation and work on ZHU Xi afterward.This proved to be one of the most prudent pieces of
advice I have ever received and taken. I was able to finish my dissertation in a timely fashion,
without losing my preliminary thoughts about the relevance of ZHU Xi’s philosophy to this
debate, which is summarized in “ZHU Xi on Humanity and Love: A Neo-Confucian Solution to
the Liberal-Communitarian Problematic” (Journal of Chinese Philosophy, 23.2 [1996]: 213–235;
it is among my earliest publications in English). Moreover, luckily, my dissertation became one
of the two annually selected, out of about a dozen each year from Harvard’s two doctoral
programs in religious studies, the Divinity School ThD and the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences PhD, for publication in Harvard Theological Studies, a book series that also includes
faculty publications. It was eventually published a few years later, in 2001, entitled Religious
Goodness and Political Rightness: Beyond the Liberal-Communitarian Debate. The most
wonderful thing about inclusion in this series, at least for me and at least at that time, was that
it would be published without a need for any revision, thus allowing me to immediately start my
project on ZHU Xi.So I began to read ZHU Xi right after I finished my dissertation. However,
almost every time I was excited about a brilliant idea in the reading, ZHU Xi would quote the
Cheng brothers, particularly CHENG Yi, attributing the idea to him. I guess that was the reason
why “plagiarism” was not part of the ancient Chinese vocabulary; if anything, the problem back
then was perhaps the reverse. Not only were people not in the habit of putting their names on
their writings; there were people who put other people’s (Confucius’s, for example) names on
what they wrote, so that we contemporary scholars, luckily, get a little extra job security: if we
cannot, or do not want to, be philosophers ourselves, we can try to be appraisers or
connoisseurs of the authenticity of some classical works.In any case, that was the reason I
shifted the focus of my project from ZHU Xi to the Cheng brothers. By 2008, I thought I was
done with the book, as I had all chapters written, with a number of them already published or
accepted for publication in various journals. However, since these different chapters were
written over a long span of years, when I reread them for publication as a book, I was no longer
satisfied with most of them, partly because by then I started to become self-conscious of the
somewhat unique methodology I had so far only unconsciously employed. As I explain in more
detail in the introduction of this book, all chapters are written with an eye to show how the
Cheng brothers could help Western philosophers better answer their (the Western
philosophers’) own questions or how Western philosophers could learn something from the
Cheng brothers. Thus, I started to revise or, rather, rewrite most chapters, and it took me
another four or five years to finish. As a result, the book in its current form is very different from



what it looked like five years ago. For example, “Cheng Brothers’ Neo-Confucian Virtue Ethics:
The Identity of Virtue and Nature” (Journal of Chinese Philosophy 30 [2003]3–4: 451–467) was
supposed to be chapter 2 of this book, but not a single paragraph from that paper can be found
in this chapter now. For another example, “Confucian Love and Global Ethics: How Cheng
Brothers Would Help Respond to Christian Criticism” (Asian Philosophy 15 [2005] 1: 35–60)
was originally written as chapter 4 of this book, but it is also hard to trace anything in the latter
from the former. Still, I would like to thank the editors and the publishers of these two journals
for providing me with the opportunities to try out these initial thoughts.In addition to these two,
part of the introduction is used in “How to Do Chinese Philosophy in a Western Philosophical
Context: Introducing a Unique Approach to Chinese Philosophy” (Chinese Studies o"[xx�zv 31 [2013] 2:
117–151); an earlier and much short version of chapter 1 is published as “Why be Moral? The
Cheng Brothers’ Neo-Confucian Answer” (Journal of Religious Ethics 36 [2008] 2: 321–353);
an early version of chapter 2 is published as “The Cheng Brothers on Virtue: Is a Virtuous
Person Self-Centered?” (Journal of Sino-Western Communications 2 [2010] 2: 12–50); chapter
3 uses materials from both “How Is Weakness of the Will Not Possible? CHENG Yi on Moral
Knowledge” (Educations and Their Purposes: A Philosophical Dialogue among Cultures, edited
by Roger Ames, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008) and “Virtue Ethics and Moral
Responsibility: Confucian Conception of Moral Praise and Blame” (Journal of Chinese
Philosophy 40 [2013]: 381–399); a small part of chapter 4 is published as “Between
Generalism and Particularism: The Cheng Brothers’ Neo-Confucian Virtue
Ethics” (Confucianism and Virtue Ethics, edited by Stephen Angle and Michael Slote,
Routledge, 2013); an early version of chapter 5 is published as “Government by Propriety: Why
the Political Is Also Personal” (The Kingly Culture, Social Renovation, and the Sustained
Development in a Global Age Qht�S�fBNãv„s‹•Se‡S�, y>g�Rue° ‚�l8~Œv|\U, edited by LIN Jianfu, National Taiw
a remote ancestor of chapter 6 appeared as “Cheng Brothers’ Onto-theological Articulation of
Confucian Values” (Asian Philosophy 17 [2007] 3: 187–211); an early version of chapter 7 was
published as “CHENG Yi’s Neo-Confucian Ontological Hermeneutics of Dao” (Journal of
Chinese Philosophy 27 [2000] 1: 69–92); and the appendix is a shortened version of “Neo-
Confucian Hermeneutics at Work: CHENG Yi’s Philosophical Interpretation of Analects 8.9 and
17.3” (Harvard Theological Review 101 [2008] 1: 169–201). I would like to thank the editors
and publishers of the above publications for their permissions for me to reuse materials first
published there. Most of these papers have also been translated and published in Chinese,
and I will take the opportunity to thank their translators, editors, and publishers when (and if)
this book appears in Chinese.As the book has been long in process, I have also accumulated
many other debts. While I am clearly aware that I am going to take the risk of missing ten
thousands by every one mention (guayilouwan c›N�o�„,), I cannot help but list those who come to my
mind at this moment. Until I left for Hong Kong in the summer of 2013, I was co-chair of the
University Seminar on Neo-Confucian Studies at Columbia University. It was a very congenial
group. In addition to two formal presentations of materials developed into this book, I shared
informally many other ideas from this book in the seminar. For their comments, criticisms, and
encouragements, I would like to thank particularly its regular participants: Ari Borrell, CHANG
Chung Yue, Ted de Bary, JUNG Hwa Yol, KIM Yongkun, JIANG Tao, NG On-Cho, Conrad
Schirokauer, Deborah Sommer, SOEK Bongrae, and Richard Stickler.I used the manuscript of
this book as materials for an intensive summer course at Shanghai Normal University in 2010,
for which I would like to thank Professors CHEN Weiping and LE Xiaojun; at Huafan University
in Taipei in 2011, for which I would like to thank President JUE Jien-Ming and, particularly,
Professor CHEN Jen-kuen; and then at East China Normal University in 2012, for which I



would like to thank Professors YANG Guorong, YU Zhenhua, YAN Qingshan, FANG Xudong,
CAI Zhen, GE Siyou, LIU Liangjian, and CHEN Qiaojian. I used materials of this book for a
series of three talks at Wuhan Universityin 2010, for which I would like to thank Professors
GUO Qiyong, WU Genyou, DING Sixin, HAO Changchi, WEN Bifang, LIU Junping, and HU
Zhihong. I would also like to give thanks to the following for inviting me to give talks using
materials from this book, Professors SUN Xiangchen, WU Zhen, ZHANG Rulun, WANG
Tangjia, BAI Tongdong, and GUO Xiaodong at Fudan University in Shanghai; Professors LI
Xianghai, WANG Xinsheng, and CHEN Jianhong at Nankai University in Tianjin, Professor
ZHANG Zailin at Xi’an Jiaotong University in Xi’an; Professors LEE Ming-heui and LIN Yuehui
at the Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy of Academia Sinica in Taipei; and
Professors ISHII Tsuyoshi, NAKAJIMA Takahiro, and Kevin Lam of University of Tokyo, among
many others.I have also benefited from many other long-time friends, either from their
comments on a part of an earlier version of this book or through informal discussions related to
the book’s topics. These include Roger Ames, Steve Angle, CHEN Weigang, CHENG Chung-
ying, the late Antonio Cua, Warren Frisina, FAN Ruiping, Paul Goldin, HUANG Chun-chieh, P.
J. Ivanhoe, LI Chenyang, John Lizza, LIU Xiaogan, John Makeham, NI Peimin, the late Richard
Rorty, Vincent Shen, SHUN Kwong-loi, Michael Slote, XIAO Yang, Justin Tiwald, TONG
Shijing, WANG Qingjie, YAO Xinzhong, YU Jiyuan, and YU Wujin.Finally, I would like to thank
Professor Roger Ames for his enthusiasm for including this book into the series he is editing,
Laurel Delany for going through my manuscript before I submitted it to SUNY Press, and
Nancy Ellegate for overseeing the review process and accepting this book for publication. I am
most grateful to the two anonymous reviewers, whose absolutely positive review reports not
only allow me to publish the book essentially as it was submitted but also infuse in me a strong
dose of confidence that I badly need. The methodology adopted in this book is unconventional
and the conclusion reached in each chapter is controversial to say the least, and yet in their
detailed review reports, they not only carefully detected but also expressed their appreciation
for these controversial conclusions. I treat them as my true ziyin wå—ó, even though I don’t know
who they are and I am sure they don’t fully agree with me. I would also like to thank Jenn Dum
for preparing the list of index terms as well as the bibliography, Diane Ganeles for overseeing
the production process, Camille Hale for copyediting, and Sue Morreale for typesetting and
proofreading.Introduction1. IntroductionThis is a book about the neo-Confucian brothers
CHENG HAO z�˜¢ and CHENG YI z�O
; it takes an approach of comparative philosophy; and it focuses
on issues related to ethics. In this sense, it is a fairly conventional book. However, in a different
sense, it is quite unconventional. Unlike most books on the Cheng brothers (while this is only
the second book-length study of the Cheng brothers in English, a few dozens monographs on
them in Chinese, to say nothing about numerous journal articles and book chapters, have
appeared in the last a few decades), this book does not aim to provide a comprehensive
coverage of their philosophy; unlike most books in comparative philosophy, it does not aim
either to find the similarities and differences between the Cheng brothers and some particular
philosopher(s) in a different philosophical tradition or to bring them into a dialogue so that they
can enlighten each other; and unlike most books in ethics, it does not aim to construct a
system of moral ideas or explore some topics that have not received their deserved attentions
so far. What, then, is unique about this book, and what potential contributions does it aim to
make to the relevant field(s)? The best way to explain this is to introduce the unique
methodology of comparative philosophy this book adopts (section 3). Before I do that, however,
it is necessary to make a case for comparative philosophy in general, since there are some
doubts about its feasibility (section 2). The balance of this introduction will provide a short



biography of the Cheng brothers (section 4) and a synopsis of each of the following chapters
(section 5), before it concludes (section 6).2. Possibility of Comparative PhilosophyThe most
common type of comparative philosophy is what Kwong-loi SHUN calls “direct comparison,”
whichengages in explicit and direct comparison of thinkers, texts, movements, concepts, or
themes from two different traditions, with a … goal of helping us understand the perspective of
one or the other of the two traditions. Examples include comparative studies of Confucius and
Aristotle, Confucian and Kantian ethics, the Confucian notion of chi [`e] and the contemporary
Western notion of shame, or the Confucian and contemporary Western perspectives on the
relation between self and society. Often, such a comparative study involves a discussion of
similarities and differences between traditions, though it may also go beyond such a
discussion. (Shun 2009, 468)Such a way of doing comparative philosophy has to meet two
challenges, which are of course not necessarily unsurmountable. The first, most clearly voiced
by Alasdair MacIntyre, involves the idea of incommensurability. For example, between
Confucianism and Aristotelianism, while there are some similarities and differences, MacIntyre
claims that “there are indeed no shared standards and measures, external to both systems
and neutral between them. The two systems of thought and practice are incommensurable in
the sense made familiar to us by Thomas Kuhn” (MacIntyre 1991, 109). Although the two
systems may be about one and the same subject matter, “in their characterizations of and
questions about that subject matter [they] employ, to a large and significant degree, concepts
whose applicability entails the nonapplicability, the vacuousness, of the conceptual scheme or
schemes employed by their rivals”; and this is because “the standard or standards which
determine how the true-false distinction is to be applied are not the same. And there is … no
higher standard yet available to judge between these rival standards” (MacIntyre 1991, 110).
By incommensurability of two theories, Kuhn originally “intended only to insist that there was
no common language within which both could be fully expressed and which could therefore be
used in a point-by-point comparison between them” (Kuhn 1976, 190–91). So MacIntyre may
be right that there are no common measures between two different philosophers from two
different philosophical traditions. However, does this mean that we therefore cannot compare
these two philosophers? The answer, as Richard Bernstein points out, is “no”: “Kuhn never
intended to deny that paradigm theories can be compared—indeed rationally compared and
evaluated. In insisting on incommensurability, his main point was to indicate the ways in which
paradigm theories can and cannot be compared” (Bernstein 1991, 81). The reason
incommensurable theories can be compared is that, when we compare two philosophers from
two different philosophical traditions, for example, we do not compare each of the two with a
common measure and then see how each of the two stands with this common measure. Such
a comparison is, by definition, impossible, if there is indeed no (and it is difficult to prove that
there is one) common measure between and among different philosophical traditions. Rather,
what we do is to compare the two directly with each other. This is similar to translation. As
Jeffrey Stout points out, when we translate one language (the source language) into another
(the target language), we do not first translate the source language, language A, into a third,
supposedly neutral, language, language C (such as Esperanto), which serves as a common
measure for both the source language and the target language, language B, and then translate
this neutral language into the target language, language B. Even if there is no such neutral
common language, we can still translate between different languages, as we translate them
directly into each other (Stout 1988, 63). Similarly even if there is no common measure
between two different philosophical traditions, we can still do comparisons between
philosophers belonging to these philosophical traditions, because we are comparing them



directly with each other.The second challenge of doing comparative philosophy is what David
Wong, a good comparative philosopher himself, regards as “the most obvious sin”:
“assimilating another tradition to one’s own by unreflectively importing assumptions,
frameworks, and agendas into one’s reading of that other tradition” (Wong 2009, §4). If the first
challenge is about the tool a comparativist uses to do comparative study, this second challenge
is related to that comparativist. In normal cases, what a comparativist does is to compare
something in his or her home tradition to something in a different tradition. In this sense, the
comparativist is not neutral: he or she, consciously or unconsciously, tends to use the terms
and categories familiar to him or her and to his or her audience in the home tradition to explain
things in the alien tradition. What happens in such a comparison is best captured by the
Chinese term geyi h<•©, often translated as “meaning-matching,” to describe the effort of the early
Chinese Buddhists to use existing Chinese philosophical concepts to introduce alien Buddhist
ideas to a Chinese audience.1 It should be noted that geyi is done not to intentionally distort
the alien tradition but to make the “best” sense of it, at least for its intended audience;
moreover, as David Wong points out, it may be done by someone who “is a dissident from the
main trends in one’s home tradition” in order to “find another tradition that ‘got it right’ ” (Wong
2009, §4). For whatever purpose, however, the danger here is the possible distortion of another
tradition as a consequence if not as an intention.This second challenge seems to be more
daunting, as it is indeed the case that a comparativist often compares his or her home tradition
with another tradition, and, as Gadamer’s hermeneutics teaches us so well, it is unreasonable
to expect a comparativist to become presuppositionless when understanding and interpreting
the other tradition. For that matter, the potential danger of distorting the target tradition(s)
cannot be avoided even by a comparativist who compares two traditions other than his or her
own, for example, a comparativist, whose home tradition is Chinese, comparing Western
philosophy and Indian philosophy. This comparativist may be even-handed with the two
traditions he or she compares but may distort both by, perhaps unconsciously, imposing the
framework, concepts, and issues of his or her home tradition upon the two foreign traditions he
or she compares.2 However, a number of perceptive comparativists have recently proposed
ways to minimize if not entirely avoid this potential danger. Here I would like to mention just
three examples that seem to me rather promising.The first is to apply the principle of charity,
particularly the version corrected by the principle of humanity, when we interpret an alien
philosophical tradition, as advocated by David Wong himself and Chad Hansen. According to
the version of principle of charity formulated by Quine and adopted by early Davidson, when
we interpret a philosopher of an alien tradition, we ought to aim at the “maximal” agreement
between us, the interpreters, and the philosopher, the interpretee. When we are not able to
make sense of what the philosopher says, we should not simply disregard it as false or
nonsense; rather we should realize that perhaps we have not fully interpreted the philosopher
correctly, and we cannot claim that we understand the philosopher correctly until we reach the
maximum agreement with the philosopher.The importance of this principle in comparative
philosophy is that it enjoins us to take the philosopher(s) from the alien tradition seriously.
However, as Chad Hansen points out, the principle of charityposes a danger, since in practice,
it foists upon users of that language a body of truths which we (with a completely different
scientific and cultural background) accept. So they proposed that we maximize reasonableness
rather than truth. … The principle of humanity thus allows us to attribute philosophical
doctrines that are different from any we adopt now or have historically adopted. Our interpretive
theory must simply explain why, given people’s other beliefs, they accept the belief in question.
That it now seems (or ever seemed) true to us is not crucial. (Hansen 1992, 10–11)In other



words, to follow the principle of charity, an interpreter may run the risk of making the
interpretee look too much like the interpreter. For this reason, this principle should be corrected
by the principle of humanity, originally developed by Richard Grandy as an alternative to the
principle of charity. According to the principle of humanity, “If a translation tells us that the other
person’s beliefs and desires are connected in a way that is too bizarre for us to make sense of,
then the translation is useless for our purposes. So we have, as a pragmatic constraint on
translation, the condition that the imputed pattern of relations among beliefs, desires, and the
world be as similar to our own as possible” (Grandy 1973, 443).In appearance, this does not
sound much different from the principle of charity, but what Grandy wants to emphasize is that
our interpretees, like any humans, tend to err, and when they actually err, we should not
interpret them, out of charity, as not erring. He uses the example of a person, Paul, attending a
party, and making a claim that “the man with a martini is a philosopher” when he saw a man
who, not a philosopher, was actually drinking water from a martini glass, and yet there was
indeed a philosopher at the party, whom Paul didn’t see, drinking a martini. Now Grandy says
that the principle of charity may dictate that we interpret what Paul says as true, while his
principle of humanity will recognize Paul’s statement as false. For this reason, the principle of
humanity allows an interpreter to attribute false beliefs to the interpretee where the principle of
charity does not allow. The basic idea of the principle was later incorporated by Davidson into
his revised version of principle of charity, which emphasizes optimal agreement instead of
maximal agreement and thus also allows us to interpret others as making mistakes. In his
application of the revised version of principle of charity in comparative philosophy, David Wong
claims that, in interpreting others, “charity directs us to ‘optimize’ agreement between them and
ourselves wherever it is plausible to do so. The idea is to make them ‘right, as far as we can
tell, as often as possible’ ” (Wong 2006, 13). This, however, does not prohibit us from attributing
mistakes to our interpretees, if we can identify them. Still, if we find others believing something
different from what we believe, but we cannot identify the mistakes they make, in David Wong’s
view, we should construe them as making no mistakes but as taking a different path from the
one we are taking, perhaps a path that we could have taken ourselves.The second is Aaron
Stalnaker’s bridge concepts. Bridge concepts are not imposed from the comparativist’s home
tradition upon another tradition, nor are they concepts common to the traditions being
compared, nor are they imported from the alien tradition to our home tradition. Rather, as
pointed out by Mark A. Benson, “the cross-cultural comparativist is, in many cases, forced to
come up with terms from outside both traditions and languages to act as ‘bridge concepts,’ for
if the terms come from one of the traditions or thinkers being studied, the comparison will be
driven in a biased way” (Benson 2005, 295). They are thus concepts that bridge the traditions
being compared. To serve this function, they “can be given enough content to be meaningful
and guide comparative inquiry yet are still open to great specification in particular
cases” (Stalnaker 2006, 17). Apparently, such bridge concepts at the beginning of the
comparison are vague, and in this sense they are merely thin concepts,3 not necessarily
corresponding to particular terms in the traditions being compared. It is in this sense that they
are ad hoc concepts. However, this does not mean that “they are thereby purely neutral, but
they are articulated in order not to prejudice the comparison so that one side is rendered in
glowing terms, while another is presented as foolish. Bridge concepts, in other words, are
designed to facilitate comparative description and analysis of the concepts” (Lewis, et al. 2005,
213). The task of comparison in this approach is thus to fill in the details of these thin bridge
concepts from the traditions being compared so that they become thick. However, since
different traditions have different details to fill in such originally thin bridge concepts, the result



of the comparative work is that each single thin bridge concept at the beginning of the
comparison becomes two thick concepts at the end of the comparison.The third is Edward
Slingerland’s conceptual metaphor. Just as Stalnaker develops his bridge concept as a via
media between a local concept from one of the traditions under comparison and the universal
concepts reflecting the deep structure of both traditions being compared, Slingerland develops
his conceptual metaphor also as a via media, this time between individual words and
philosophical theories. In other words, when comparing two traditions or parts thereof, on the
one hand, a comparativist should not start with individual linguistic signs from his home
tradition and then look for its counterpart in the target tradition (which he calls the word
fetishism approach, an approach that pays exclusive attention to the same words used in both
traditions),4 for example “human nature” in the West and xing `' in Confucianism. Such words,
despite their lexical similarity, may have significantly different meanings in their respective
traditions. However, the comparativist should not take a particular philosophical theory from his
or her home tradition and compare it with a particular philosophical theory in the target tradition
(which Slingerland regards as the theory-based approach), as there can hardly be a perfect fit
between philosophical theories from the two traditions compared (which is then regarded as
evidence of cognitive incommensurability). In contrast, Slingerland claims that, when we do
comparisons, we should look at the level of conceptual metaphor, which “is more general than
any individual linguistic sign but also more basic than a theory” (Slingerland 2004b, 13).
Drawing on contemporary cognitive sciences, Slingerland argues that conceptual metaphors,
understood broadly to also include simile and analogy, arise as our embodied mind adapts to
our environment. Conceptual metaphors are important to comparative studies, because, on the
one hand, as “human bodies are quite similar the world over, and the types of environments
human beings face are also shared in most important respects, one would expect to find a high
degree of similarity with regard to conceptual metaphors across human cultures and
languages, especially with regard to primary metaphor” (Slingerland 2004a, 327); on the other
hand,the recognition that these structures are contingent on bodies and the physical
environment, that no self of conceptual schemas provided access to the “things in themselves,”
and that some degree of cultural variation in schemas is to be expected allow us to avoid the
sort of rigid universalism. … Ideally, at least, the methods of cognitive linguistics give scholars
in the humanities access to a shared conceptual grammar that can allow them to engage in
genuine conversation with other cultures. (Slingerland 2004a, 336)It is not my purpose here to
assess the strengths and weaknesses of such strategies. I only want to show that the second
challenge facing a comparativist, not to impose concepts, frameworks, and issues from one’s
home tradition to the target tradition, may also be adequately met.3. How to Do Comparative
PhilosophyIf it is possible to do comparative philosophy, the next question is how to do it, which
is closely connected to the question regarding the purpose of doing it. For Aaron Stalnaker, it is
for historical contextualization: the “insightful interpretation that recreates as closely as possible
the initial conditions for a text’s reception, and thus perhaps as well authorial
intention” (Stalnaker 2006, 15). He contrasts comparative philosophy with this goal with
comparative philosophy with a goal of “creative, emblematic generalization” represented, in his
view, by the collaborative work on Confucianism done by David Hall and Roger Ames, which,
in Stalnaker’s view,is most profitably interpreted … as a creative attempt to articulate a form of
“New Confucianism” that draws heavily on American pragmatism. Thus Confucius serves as
the emblem and “launch pad” for their [Ames and Hall’s] own creative philosophizing in a
Confucian vein. The main potential virtue of this strategy is the development of novel
approaches to familiar material. … The danger of the emblematic generalization, then, is of



losing touch with the historical sources that provoked one’s efforts in the first place. (Stalnaker
2006, 15–16)The contrast between these two different goals and therefore two different types
of comparative philosophy has been stressed by many others. In his article published in the
inaugural issue of Dao: A Journal of Comparative Philosophy, entitled “Two Forms of
Comparative Philosophy,” Robert Neville designates them as the objectivist and normative
approaches respectively:The objectivist approach treats the positions to be compared as
finished objects, takes up a perspective of distance upon them, and measures its comparative
judgments in empirical ways over against the evidence of the positions. The normative
approach centers first on addressing contemporary philosophical problems and looks to the
historical positions as resources for contemporary thinking, bringing them into comparative
perspective against the contemporary background. (Neville 2001b, 2)More recently Kwong-loi
SHUN contrasts these two types of comparative philosophy as textual studies and
philosophical construction. The former “engages in explicit and direct comparison of thinkers,
texts, movements, concepts, or themes from two different traditions, with a … goal of helping
us understand the perspective of one or the other of the two traditions. … Often, such a
comparative study involves a discussion of similarities and differences between traditions”; the
latteris directed to building an account of our ethical life that engages our own experiences and
is of appeal to us. Though not as commonly found in the literature, there can be a kind of study
that discusses issues in ethics in a way that draws on insights from two different ethical
traditions, though without necessarily mentioning, or with only incidental references to, these
two traditions. … In doing so, one might not have made any direct reference to these two
traditions, though one might have included footnote references to acknowledge the sources of
one’s ideas. (Shun 2009, 467–68)This is because in this activity, “we are no longer constrained
by textual and historical considerations, and are instead guided by criteria of excellence
pertaining to this philosophical excellence” (Shun 2009, 454–56). Similarly, LIU Xiaogan
distinguishes between two orientations in doing Chinese philosophy: historical and objective
study and innovative development of ideas. In his view, “in the studies oriented toward
historical objectivity, of course, one can also borrow or make reference to Western
perspectives, concepts, and methodology, but it is not so necessary, and the room for such a
borrowing is not so big” (Liu 2009, 441); in contrast, in theoretical innovation,one does not have
to borrow the fully developed Western philosophical concepts and definitions to interpret
Chinese philosophical terms, but one can borrow the problematic, theoretical dimensions,
thesis, and concepts to deepen the ideas in ancient Chinese philosophy. Through
transplantation, development, modification, criticism, or renovation, one can create Chinese
philosophical theories, concepts, and theses to meet the challenges we are facing in the
contemporary world and enrich and substantiate traditional Chinese thought. (Liu 2009, 443)In
this context, it is easier to see in what sense and to what extent the comparative philosophy
undertaken in this study is unconventional. Clearly, as a comparative study of Chinese and
Western philosophy, while on the Chinese side, this study focuses exclusively on the Cheng
brothers, no corresponding counterparts in Western philosophy are fixed. This is closely
related to an important feature of this comparative study. As we have seen, what type of
comparative philosophy one does is at least partially determined by the goal one attempts to
reach by doing it, and the goal one attempts to reach is at least partially affected by the
audience one has in mind. This book on the Cheng brothers is written in English and is
addressed to Western philosophers. The first question that we have to ask is why Western
philosophers ought to know anything about Chinese philosophy in general and the Cheng
brothers in particular. There are of course many intelligible ways to answer this question and



therefore many ways to do comparative studies of Chinese and Western philosophy. However, I
think one of the plausible answers to this question is that Western philosophers have
something important to learn from Chinese philosophy. With this goal in mind, and focusing on
ethics just to make this study more manageable, I shall identify a number of important and
controversial moral issues in the West to see what representative positions on each of these
issues are, what problems there may be with each of these positions, and whether and how the
Cheng brothers can have anything, not only new but also better, to say on these issues. Such
an approach demands a significant amount of patience from the comparativist, not only
because it requires a comparativist to engage both traditions deeply, but also because the
comparativist may often feel it necessary to abandon a project of comparative study after some
initial work is done, either because the views developed in the Western philosophical traditions
are already very much satisfactory or at least more satisfactory than anything that can be
found in Chinese philosophy, or, if not satisfactory, Chinese philosophers have nothing better to
say.This can at least partially explain the two apparent defects of this book. The first is its
unsystematic nature, in two related senses. As a book on the Cheng brothers, it does not cover
every important aspect of their philosophy; as a book of ethics, it does not include all important
issues in ethics in the Western tradition. Both can be explained by the main goal of this book:
to suggest to philosophers in the West what they may learn from the Cheng brothers on the
very issues they (Western philosophers) have regarded as important and have passionately
engaged themselves with. Thus, I only select those issues in Western philosophy on which I
believe that the Cheng brothers have views that are not only different from but also better than
those developed in the Western philosophical tradition. On the one hand, thus, the aspects of
the Cheng brothers’ philosophy not discussed in this book are not necessarily without value.
Some of them may be extremely important. They are not discussed because they do not
connect to the issues raised in the Western philosophical traditions in any significant ways. On
the other hand, it is also important to keep in mind that moral issues not discussed in this book
are not necessarily insignificant. Some of them may be as important as, if not more important
than, those discussed in this book. However, on some of them, Western philosophers have
already provided convincing arguments or at least more convincing arguments than those we
can find in the Cheng brothers; and on some others, while I found the representative positions
developed in the history of Western philosophy unsatisfactory or problematic, the Cheng
brothers do not have anything better to say. I have thus dropped both types of issues from the
scope of this book, however significant they are in their own light.The second apparent defect
of this approach is its asymmetric nature, in two opposite directions. On the one hand, this
books seems to contribute to what Kwong-loi SHUN regards as the problematic asymmetry in
the comparative study of Chinese and Western philosophy: “to approach Chinese thought from
a Western philosophical perspective, by reference to frameworks, concepts, or issues found in
Western philosophical discussions” and not the other way round (Shun 2009, 47). Shun listed
seven different ways in which such an asymmetry is exhibited, and my study may be guilty of
the fourth and/or the fifth ways. The fourth way “focuses on certain questions raised in Western
philosophical discussions, and considers how Chinese thinkers would view and address such
questions” (Shun 2009, 470); and the fifth way, like the fourth way, “also focuses on certain
questions raised in Western philosophical discussion, but instead of just considering how
Chinese thinkers might view the relevant questions differently, also attempts to address the
questions in a way that draws on the insight of Chinese thought” (Shun 2009, 469–70). If there
is anything special in my approach that is not fully captured by Shun’s characterization of these
two ways, it is my attempt to argue that Chinese thinkers’ views on these Western philosophical



questions are superior to those found in the history of Western philosophy itself. However,
precisely because of this, my approach may be guilty of an opposite asymmetry: instead of
being even-handed, showing both strengths and weaknesses of both Chinese and Western
philosophers under comparison, on each issue discussed in this book, for reasons mentioned
above, I attempt to show that the Cheng brothers’ neo-Confucian position is superior to the
representative views in the Western philosophical tradition, to the extent that I might be
mistaken by some as a (neo-)Confucian fundamentalist. It is true that Shun’s point is not about
the symmetry to be maintained in any individual study of Chinese philosophy but about the
symmetry of overall studies of Chinese philosophy. (There are overwhelmingly more Western-
centered studies than Chinese-oriented studies.) Still, it is my hope that the two asymmetries
in opposite directions simultaneously present in this study can themselves somehow balance
each other, resulting in a special kind of symmetry between the Chinese side and the Western
side in this project: while I let Western philosophy dictate what issues to talk about, I let
Chinese philosophy have the final say on each of these issues.As I mentioned, I take this
approach primarily because I am writing in English and addressing a Western audience. The
basic idea is that, if I want to introduce to Western philosophers a Chinese philosopher they
are not familiar with, it is pointless to show them how ridiculous (some of) this Chinese
philosopher’s ideas are or how inferior these ideas are to those found in their (Western
philosophers’) own tradition, other than providing them with a dose of confidence in their own
tradition, which they hardly need. Instead, I believe what they would most like to know is what
interesting and important things this Chinese philosopher has to say on the philosophical
issues with which they are concerned. For that reason, if I am writing in Chinese and
addressing a Chinese audience, my approach may go in an opposite direction. I will try to see
on what important and yet controversial issues in Chinese philosophy Western philosophers
have something better to say. In other words, I will let Chinese philosophy dictate what issues
to discuss and let Western philosophy have its final say on each of the issues under
investigation.5We can examine where this way of doing comparative philosophy stands
between the two contrasting models of comparative philosophy outlined above. Clearly, it is not
a textual study. The primary purpose of this study is not to provide a new interpretation of the
Cheng brothers but to see how the Cheng brothers can help Western philosophers better deal
with their (the Western philosophers’) questions. Moreover, according to Shun’s
characterization, in textual studies, whether the ideas are philosophically appealing to us from
a contemporary perspective should not affect the process (Shun 2009, 455), while in this study,
I have left out precisely those aspects of the Cheng brothers’ ethics that are not philosophically
appealing to us in the sense that they are not conducive to solutions to issues in Western
philosophy.6 However, this study does not fit well with the category of philosophical
construction either. On the one hand, it is not my intention in this book to create my
philosophical theory on any philosophical issues. What I am trying to do is rather see how
Chinese philosophers, the Cheng brothers in this case, can help Western philosophers answer
their (Western philosophers’) own questions. In the sense that this book provides new answers
to a number of old questions in Western philosophy, there is philosophical construction
involved. However, this is so only if we look at the thing within the context of Western
philosophy: something new comes up, yet this something new is really not new, as it has
already been present in the Cheng brothers’ philosophy. So if there is any philosophical
construction, it is not done by the comparativist, the author of this book, although clearly this
comparativist fully endorses it. On the other hand, comparative philosophy aiming at
philosophical construction tends to downplay the importance of textual studies, at least as



characterized by some. For example, Stalnaker states that “such an approach should be
judged as their [comparativists’] own creation not as interpretation of the classics,” as it has the
danger of losing touch with the historical sources that provoked one’s efforts in the first place
(Stalnaker 2006, 16). Shun also states that, in taking this approach, “we are no longer
constrained by textual and historical considerations, and are instead guided by criteria of
excellence pertaining to this philosophical exercise” (Shun 2009, 455–56). In this sense, this
approach differs from philosophical construction. What I as a comparativist am doing in this
study is presenting the Cheng brothers’ answers to a number of important issues of ethics in
the Western tradition, even though the Cheng brothers may not have these issues in mind
when they develop the ideas that I present in this study. Of course, since I myself also endorse
these ideas, their views on these issues can also be seen as my views, but they are not the
views that I develop myself merely with some inspiration from the Cheng brothers (even though
sometimes I do draw further implications of their views that they may or may not endorse).
Thus it is important for me to make sure that the views I present here are indeed the Cheng
brothers’ views, which can only be done through careful textual studies. For this reason, while
this study itself is not a textual study, in a number of places, I do challenge some prevalent
interpretations of the Cheng brothers’ philosophy. Of course, it is possible that I may have
misunderstood some aspects of their work, and if this is the case, then such
misunderstandings should be corrected by further textual studies instead of being excused or
even defended for their philosophical utilities.74. The Neo-Confucian Cheng BrothersThis study
draws primarily on the thought of two Chinese philosophers, CHENG Hao z�˜¢ (1032–1085), also
known as CHENG Mingdao z�f�•S, and his younger brother CHENG Yi z�˜$ (1033–1107), also known as
CHENG Yichuan z�O
]Ý, from the Song dynasty. The two brothers, normally addressed together in
Chinese scholarship as Two Chengs (Er Cheng NŒz�), are identified with the group known as the
Five Masters of the (Northern) Song period (the other three being ZHOU Dunyi Thef˜$ [1016–1073],
ZHANG Zai _5•	 [1020–1077], and SHAO Yong •µ^¸ [1011–1077]), pioneers of the neo-Confucian
movement. In one common, although not unquestionable, classification, neo-Confucianism in
the Song and Ming (and sometimes also Qing) dynasties is regarded as the second epoch of
the development of Confucianism, with pre-Qin classical Confucianism as the first and
contemporary Confucianism as the third. One of the main goals of neo-Confucianism is to
restore the orthodox status of Confucianism after a long Buddhist dominance in Chinese
history; and one of the chief tools neo-Confucians used to achieve this goal is to draw insight
from Buddhism, and Daoism integrated with it, particularly its metaphysical dimensions, to
provide what I regard as an ontological articulation, as I shall argue in chapter 6, of the
classical Confucian values. The result is the development of a sophisticated Confucian moral
metaphysics, centered on the most fundamental idea of li t�, commonly but not unproblematically
translated as “principle” in both its metaphysical and normative senses, so that the neo-
Confucianism emerging in this period is most frequently referred to in Chinese scholarship as
the learning of li (lixue t�[x).It is in this sense that the two Cheng brothers can be truly regarded as
the founders of neo-Confucianism. On the one hand, of the earliest five masters of the neo-
Confucian movement, while Taiji Y*iu, the ultimate, is central to ZHOU Dunyi, qi l#, the physical-
psychic force, to ZHANG Zai, and the number (shu ex) to SHAO Yong, it is in the Cheng brothers
that li for the first time in Chinese history is regarded as the ultimate reality of the universe. The
Chengs’ unique understanding of this ultimate reality is that it is not a particular thing but the
life-giving activity of the ten thousand things, which strikes a similar tone with Martin
Heidegger’s Being of beings (see Heidegger, 26), almost a millennium later. Assuming the
identity of li and human nature, they further argue that human nature is good, since what is



essential to human nature is humanity (ren), also the cardinal virtue in Confucianism, and this
is nothing but this life-giving activity. A person of ren is one who is in one body with ten
thousand things and therefore can feel their pains and itches just as one can feel them in one’s
own body. Thus, in comparison with classical Confucian philosophy, neo-Confucian philosophy
has a more fully developed metaphysics, although moral life is still the central concern for neo-
Confucians as for classical Confucians. The metaphysics they develop is to provide an
ontological articulation of classical Confucian values, so it is essentially a moral
metaphysics.On the other hand, it is not an exaggeration to say that the later development of
neo-Confucianism in its various forms can be traced, to a significant extent, back to one or
another emphasis in the Cheng brothers, largely through the lineages of their various students.
While the two brothers share fundamentally similar views, and most of their students learned
from both, different students noticed and sometimes exaggerated their different emphases, and
thus different neo-Confucian schools emerged. Among their students, XIE Liangzuo ‹�‚oOP (1050–
1103) and YANG Shi ghfB (1053–1135) are the most distinguished. While YANG Shi transmitted
CHENG Yi’s teaching through his student LUO Congyan •…_ž_e (1072–1135) and the latter’s student
LI Tong gNO— (1093–1163) to ZHU Xi g1q¹ (1130–1200), the synthesizer of the lixue t�[x (the learning
principle, understood in a narrow sense) school of neo-Confucianism, XIE Liangzuo
transmitted CHENG Hao’s learning through a few generations of students such as WANG Ping s‹
†� (1082–1153) and ZHANG Jiucheng _5N]b� (1092–1159) to LU Jiuyuan –xN]mõ (1139–1193) and eventually
to WANG Yangming s‹–3f� (1472–1529), the culminating figure of the xinxue _Ã[x (the learning of heart/
mind) school of neo-Confucianism. Sometimes a third school of neo-Confucianism, xingxue `'[x
(learning of human nature), is identified, whose most important representative is HU Hong €á[• (?–
1161). HU Hong continued the learning of his father, HU Anguo €á[‰Vý (1074–1138), who in turn was
also influenced by XIE Liangzuo, one of the Chengs’ most distinguished students. In this
sense, the Cheng brothers left their marks on all three main schools of neo-Confucianism (all
recognized, in Chinese scholarship, as lixue, learning of principle, understood in the broad
sense).While the later development of the neo-Confucian movement is obviously beyond the
Cheng brothers’ vision, they were certainly conscious of what they were aiming at. As is well
known, HAN Yu (768–824), an important Tang dynasty Confucian, established a lineage of the
Confucian tradition (daotong •S}q) from Yao, Shun, Yu, Tang, King Wen, King Wu, Duke of Zhou,
Confucius, and Mencius and claimed that, after Mencius, this lineage was interrupted. CHENG
Yi accepted this Confucian daotong and claimed that his brother CHENG Hao was the first to
continue this lineage after Mencius (Cheng and Cheng, Wenji 11; 640).8 While there may be
some exaggeration in such a claim, particularly as it is in the tomb inscription he wrote for
CHENG Hao, there is also some truth in it.The two brothers, only one year apart, were from a
family of several generations of middle-level officials. They were both born in Huangpi žÃ–B in
present-day Hubei nVS� Province, where their father, CHENG Xiang, served as a local official
(xianwei ~#ap). When young, the two brothers moved quite often as their father’s official
appointment changed. In 1046, while serving a position in Nan’anjun SW[‰ŽÍ, in present-day Jiangxi
Province, CHENG Xiang became acquainted with ZHOU Dunyi, one of the so-called five
masters in the Northern Song, who also had an official position in the same place. Impressed
by Zhou’s learning and personality, CHENG Xiang sent his two sons to study with Zhou, which
lasted for about a year. Partially due to this encounter, the two brothers set it as the goal of
their life to become sages. In 1056, the Cheng brothers followed their father back to their home
town, the capital city Luoyang m�–}, and began scholarly exchanges with their uncle ZHANG Zai
and neighbor SHAO Yong, the other two of the five masters.Of the two brothers, CHENG Hao
largely continued his family tradition, serving at various middle-level offices. Soon after passing



the examination for the degree of Jinshi •2Xë, he was appointed as the registrar of the Hu ‘ county of
the present Shanxi –]‰• Province in 1057 and then of the Shangyuan N
QC County of the present
Jiangsu l_†� Province in 1060. In 1064, he was appointed as the chief of Jincheng fKWÎ County of the
present Shanxi \q‰• Province. In these offices, CHENG Hao was known as efficient in carrying out
things, fair in deciding cases, intelligent in solving problems, and, most importantly, caring to
common people. In 1069, CHENG Hao was appointed in the central government, participating
at WANG Anshi’s s‹[‰wó reform movement. However, in less than a year, he resigned as his advice
received no hearing from the emperor, and he began to disagree with Wang and became an
opponent of the latter’s reform movement. In all these years, CHENG Hao had to spend his
time mostly on his governmental affairs. The only notable scholarly activity was his exchange
of letters with ZHANG Zai on stabilizing human nature (dingxing [š`'), which turned out to be one
of his main philosophical essays. From 1071 until his death, however, although he continued to
serve at a number of different positions, he devoted most of his energy to scholarly and
educational activities. Most of his philosophical ideas, including his view of tianli Y)t�, which he
claims to be his own despite his acknowledged indebtedness to others on many other issues,
his famous discourse on humanity (Shiren Pian ‹XNÁ{Ç), and his view of human nature as identical to
dao and as the life-giving activity (sheng u�), were developed during this period of time.In
contrast, CHENG Yi had a largely scholarly career, perhaps due to an early disappointment at
a political career and an early success in his scholarly endeavor. On the one hand, in 1050,
when he was only eighteen, he wrote a letter to the emperor disclosing the prevalent social
problems with his suggested solutions; the emperor never replied. Although he received a
number of offers of official positions later in life, he mostly declined them. He expressed his
political views largely through drafting documents, including letters to emperors, for officials. On
the other hand, in 1056, CHENG Yi wrote “What Learning Yanzi Loves,” as an student essay in
the imperial college, which greatly impressed the chief examiner HU Yuan €átW, who offered him a
teaching position. CHENG Yi taught his first group of students while in his twenties. In 1067, he
exchanged his views with a recluse on the Book of Change, commentary on which is one of his
life-long projects; in 1068, he began to exchange letters with ZHANG Zai, who then came to
Luoyang to meet and discuss a wide range of philosophical issues with the two brothers in
1077. In 1086, CHENG Yi was appointed to a high-level teaching position in the imperial
college, with the opportunity to teach the young emperor. However, this position lasted for only
one year, largely because CHENG Yi was too strict with the emperor. In 1097, CHENG Yi
completed his long-term project, a commentary on the Book of Change. He then devoted most
of his time to private teaching and writing commentaries on other Confucian classics, such as
the Analects, the Mencius, the Book of Rites, and the Spring and Autumn Annals, in his later
years.The Chengs’ philosophical ideas are largely developed in conversations with students,
many of whom recorded their sayings. In 1168, ZHU Xi edited some of these recorded sayings
in Chengs’ Surviving Sayings (Yishu •zfø) in twenty-five chapters, in which four chapters are
attributed to CHENG Hao and eleven chapters to CHENG Yi. The first ten chapters are sayings
by the two masters, as in most cases it is not clearly indicated which saying belongs to which
brother. In 1173, ZHU Xi edited Chengs’ Additional Sayings (Waishu Y�fø) in twelve chapters,
including those recorded sayings circulated among scholars and not included in Yishu (in most
cases, it is not indicated which saying belongs to which brother). As ZHU Xi himself
acknowledged that the authenticity of sayings in this second collection is mixed, one should be
cautious. Before ZHU Xi edited these two works, YANG Shi, one of the students common to
the two Chengs, rewrote some of these sayings in a literary form in The Purified Words of the
Two Chengs (Cuiyan |¹Š�), although it mostly represents CHENG Yi’s sayings. CHENG Hao’s own



writings, mostly official documents, letters, and poetry, are collected in the first four chapters of
Chengs’ Collected Writings (Wenji e‡–Æ). In addition, CHENG Hao wrote a correction of the Great
Learning, which is included in the Chengs’ Commentary on Classics (Jingshuo }“Šª). CHENG Yi’s
writings are collected in the eight chapters (chapters 5–12) of the Chengs’ Collected Writings
(Wenji), in CHENG Yi’s Commentary on the Book of Change (Yizhuan), and in the Chengs’
Interpretation of the Classics (Jingshuo) (except part of chapter 5, which was authored by
CHENG Hao, and chapter 8, whose authorship is not indicated). All these are now conveniently
collected in the two-volume edition of The Works of the Two Chengs (Er Cheng Ji) by
Zhonghua Shuju in Beijing. It consists of the following: (1) Yishu, ten chapters of sayings by the
two Chengs’ (chapters 1–10); four chapters of CHENG Hao’s sayings (chapters 11–14); eleven
chapters of CHENG Yi’s sayings (chapters 15–25), plus a number of appendices; (2) Waishu,
in twelve chapters; (3) Wenji, including four chapters of CHENG Hao’s writings, eight chapters
of CHENG Yi’s writings, one chapter of CHENG Yi’s posthumous writings, and an appendix; (4)
Zhouyi Chengshi Zhuan, in four chapters and two prefaces; (5) Jingshuo in eight chapters; and
(6) Cuiyan, in two chapters, with five sections in each chapter.Naturally, it is unlikely that the
two brothers hold the exact same philosophical views on all issues. However, any attempt to
make a clear distinction between the two is futile. This is not only because the majority of their
sayings, the main source of their philosophical views, are recorded without indicating whom
they belong to, but also because their views expressed in those clearly marked sayings as well
as their own writings are largely similar, mostly with some differences in emphasis. It is true
that one of the brothers may have said something that the other brother had not said, which is
particularly the case of the younger brother, CHENG Yi, as he lived much longer, but this
should not be considered to be an indication of their disagreement, as CHENG Yi made it clear
that he fundamentally shared his view with his brother in the tomb inscription that CHENG Yi
wrote for CHENG Hao. It is perhaps true that that ZHU Xi and WANG Yangming, the greatest
representatives of the two most important neo-Confucian schools respectively, may each have
been primarily indebted to one of the Cheng brothers, but this should not be regarded as
evidence for philosophical disagreement between the two brothers, as there has been an
exaggeration of the differences between ZHU Xi and WANG Yangming in the first place and,
more importantly, it is quite easy to find in CHENG Hao what ZHU Xi emphasizes and in
CHENG Yi what WANG Yangming emphasizes. In any case, due to the nature of this study, I
shall not endeavor to present a textual and philosophical analysis of the differences between
the two brothers. Instead, in most cases, I shall discuss their views together. In a few chapters,
I primarily draw on CHENG Yi only because he has more to say on the issues of concern in
these chapters.5. Looking AheadIn chapter 1, I discuss the question that has long troubled
moral philosophers: “Why be moral?” I first argue against a number of philosophers who
dismiss this question too quickly as either tautological or self-contradictory. For the former, the
question really asks why one ought to be (do) what one ought to be (do), since to be moral is
to be (do) what one ought to be (do) (Stephen Toulmin); for the latter, the question really asks
what good it serves you to be moral, in other words, what selfish reasons one has to be
unselfish, or what immoral reasons one has to be moral (F. H. Bradley). In contrast, I argue
that, in the extended form of the question, “Why ought I to be (do) what I ought to be (do)?” the
first “ought” does not involve the issue of moral justification but the issue of moral motivation:
the person who asks this question knows that one ought to be moral but lacks a motivation to
be so. Then I examine a number of the most representative answers to the question found in
Western philosophy, particularly those in connection with Gyge’s ring in Plato’s Republic, the
irresponsible fool in Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan, and the sensible knave in David Hume’s An



Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, as well as the idea of summum bonum in
Immanuel Kant. I argue that each of these answers suffers its unique problems. In this context,
I present the answer to the question by the Cheng brothers, which I argue is not only more
convincing than any of those mentioned above but can also avoid some problems in the
answer developed by Aristotle, which bears a great resemblance with the one provided by the
Cheng brothers. According to the Chengs, one should be moral because it is a joy to be moral.
Sometimes one finds it a pain, instead of joy, to be moral only because one lacks the
necessary genuine moral knowledge, which is available to every common person, as long as
one makes an effort to learn. The reason one ought to make an effort to learn such knowledge
to seek joy in being moral is that to be moral is a distinguishing mark of being human. Here this
neo-Confucian answer does seem to be egoistic, as its conception of motivation for morality is
still based on self-interest: to seek one’s own joy. However, since it emphasizes that one’s true
self-interest is to seek joy in things uniquely human, which is to be moral, self-interest and
morality become identical: the more a person seeks one’s self-interest, the more moral the
person is, and vice versa.Such an answer relates to the self-centeredness objection to virtue
ethics, which is the topic of the second chapter. Virtue ethics is sometimes differentiated from
utilitarianism and deontology, the two dominant ethical theories in modern and contemporary
philosophy, in this way: while a utilitarian says that a person ought to be moral in order to
increase the total amount of happiness, and a deontologist says that a person ought to be
moral because it is the requirement of moral principles, a virtue ethicist says that a person
ought to be moral in order to become a virtuous person. The virtue ethicist’s view, in
comparison to the utilitarian view and deontological view, seems to be self-centered: one does
moral things only in order for the agent to become a virtuous person, while morality is
supposed to be primarily concerned with others. As David Solomon points out, while in
appearance this is an objection very easy to respond to: a person cannot be virtuous without
being concerned with the welfare of others, the objection goes much deeper. While a virtuous
person is indeed concerned with the well-being of others, that person is concerned with their
external and material well-being. In contrast, a virtuous person is concerned about his or her
character. Since in the Aristotelian tradition, the most important representative of virtue ethics,
one’s character is more important than one’s external well-being, a virtuous person is still self-
centered. While Solomon thinks that there is no better response to the self-centeredness
objection to virtue ethics in this deeper sense than the partners-in-crime argument (by
charging utilitarianism and deontology of the same problem), there are some important
Aristotelian scholars, such as Julia Annas, Richard Kraut, Dennis McKerlie, and Christopher
Toner, who argue that Aristotelian virtue ethics is not guilty of the self-centeredness problem. In
this chapter, after showing why such scholars fail to defend Aristotelian virtue ethics from this
objection, I argue that the Cheng brothers’ neo-Confucian virtue ethics is clearly not self-
centered in the deeper sense, since a virtuous person for the Chengs is virtuous precisely
because he or she is concerned not only with other people’s external well-being but also with
their character traits. In other words, for the Chengs, a person cannot be regarded as virtuous
if the person is only concerned about his or her being virtuous without trying to make others
virtuous. Indeed one cannot make oneself virtuous unless one also makes others virtuous, for
part of what it means to be virtuous is to make others virtuous.If one ought to be moral, then
we must answer another question: Can one be moral? This question is related to the issue of
weakness of the will, the focus of my discussion in chapter 3. In his essay, “How Is Weakness
of the Will Possible?” Donald Davidson defines weakness of the will as a phenomenon in which
an agent intentionally does something when he or she believes that he or she can do



something better. Davidson argues that weakness of the will is possible because the person
may be irrational. However, if weakness of the will is possible, morality may become
impossible, at least for some people. Just as a person may know it is bad to smoke and yet still
smokes, a person may know it is bad to be immoral and yet still do immoral things. In this
chapter, I examine the Cheng brothers’ (particularly CHENG Yi’s) distinction between
knowledge merely from one’s intellect, which is superficial and therefore not genuine
knowledge, and knowledge also from one’s heart, which is profound and therefore genuine
knowledge. The crucial difference between these two types of knowledge is that, while a
person who has knowledge from intellect about being moral does not necessarily do moral
things, a person who has knowledge from heart about being moral will never fail to be moral.
Moreover, knowledge from heart, unlike advanced scientific knowledge, is available to
everyone who makes an effort to acquire it. Thus one with so-called weakness of will is really
negligent and is responsible for that negligence and failure to act morally. This view of the
Cheng brothers regarding weakness of the will is thus both similar and superior to those of
Socrates and Aristotle, who also deny (or so I shall argue) the possibility of weakness of the
will. Socrates’s view that a “weak-willed” person is really a near-sighted person and Aristotle’s
view that a “weak-willed” person is really an ignorant, or at least not fully knowledgeable,
person fail to distinguish (for example) a person who knows it is bad to smoke and still smokes
and a person who does not know it is bad to smoke and smokes. From the Cheng brothers’
view, while neither person has knowledge from heart, knowledge from the intellect is present in
the former but not in the latter. This difference is not insignificant, because for the Chengs,
knowledge of intellect can be transformed into knowledge from heart.With the questions of
“Why be moral?” and “Can one be moral?” answered, in chapter 4, I proceed to discuss the
question of how to be moral. Since I have been taking a virtue ethics approach, one of the
unique features of virtue ethics is its emphasis on particularities. Thus I start with an
examination of the ethics of commonality and its problems. As examples of such ethics of
commonality I discuss the popular Golden Rule present in many religious and cultural
traditions; Kant’s moral philosophy, which is critical of the Golden Rule; and even the morality of
“banal” commonalities of Richard Rorty, for whom Kant is a villain. They all emphasize human
commonalities and fail to realize or simply ignore important differences. On the other end of the
spectrum, there is an antitheoretical or particularist approach in contemporary ethics. The most
outspoken representative of this approach is Jonathan Dancy, according to whom moral
situations are so radically different or particular that one’s past moral experiences can help a
person act morally in a new situation only in a formal sense (sharpening one’s faculty of moral
perception) but not materially (providing actual guidance about how to act). It is in this context
that, as a via media, I present the Cheng brothers’ interpretation of the idea of love with
distinction in classical Confucianism through their neo-Confucian framework of “one principle
with many differences” (li yi fen shu t�N�R�kŠ). In such an interpretation, love with distinction primarily
does not mean that one loves one’s parents more than others as has often been interpreted;
rather it means that one loves different people equally but differently, in ways that take their
differences into consideration. However, while there is not an abstract love other than concrete
love for one’s parents, children, spouse, friends, enemies, and so on, they are all loves. Thus
one’s past love experiences can not only formally but also materially help one find the
appropriate way of love in a new situation. For example, one’s love experiences with one’s
parents are materially helpful for one to find the appropriate way to love one’s neighbor’s
parents, and one’s love experiences with one’s children are materially helpful for one to find the
appropriate way to love one’s neighbor’s children, even though in both cases one does not



simply transport one’s love in the former situation to the latter, since there are still differences
between my parents and my neighbor’s parents and between my children and my neighbor’s
children.The questions that I have been discussing so far all belong to the so-called personal
ethics in contrast to social ethics, which I use interchangeably with political philosophy. There is
a quite widespread view that Confucianism is strong in personal ethics but deficient as political
philosophy. So in chapter 5, I explore how the Cheng brothers’ neo-Confucianism can
contribute to contemporary political philosophy by debunking the very dichotomy between the
political and the personal, on which liberalism is predicated. According to this political
philosophy dominating the modern and contemporary West, on the one hand, the political is
not personal, in the sense that government is only concerned with the fairness of rules of the
games that people play and not concerned with the characters of people who play the games;
on the other hand, the personal is not political in the sense that government is not to regulate
personal matters. Many feminist thinkers have challenged the second aspect of this liberal
personal-political dichotomy by claiming that some personal matters, particularly things taking
place within the family, should belong to the legitimate sphere of political influence. However,
they leave the first aspect of the dichotomy intact; as a matter of fact, the very measures they
propose to bring family into the political sphere have enforced the dichotomy. It is in this context
that I suggest that we turn our attention to the Cheng brothers’ neo-Confucianism, according to
which the political is also personal in the sense that anything that government does to regulate
interactions among individuals is not neutral with respect to the characters of these individuals.
The legal system of punitive laws that the modern West takes pride in, for the Chengs, tends to
make people, including those law-abiding ones, less virtuous if they are originally virtuous,
more difficult to become virtuous if they are not, and more vicious if they are already vicious. In
order to make people virtuous, the Cheng brothers claim that a society should be governed by
rules of propriety (li y®), which sages create according to human emotions arising from human
nature. So rules of propriety serve not only an interpersonal function—to ensure the harmony
or peace of society—but also an intrapersonal function—to cultivate virtuous individuals.In
contemporary studies of ethics, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, there is a noticeable
naturalist, empirical, and even experimental turn, and an increasing collaboration between
ethicists and empirical scientists in psychology, biology, sociology, anthropology, and
economics among others. Correspondingly, moral metaphysics becomes discredited, and there
is an immediate skepticism about, if not distrust for, any moral philosopher who decides to go
metaphysical. This puts the Cheng brothers’ neo-Confucianism in an uncomfortable position,
as one of the unique features of neo-Confucianism, in contrast to classical Confucianism, is
precisely its moral metaphysics. Indeed, anyone who attempts to first establish a metaphysics,
which consists of a priori principles and is entirely independent of empirical data, and then tries
to derive moral obligations from it will be regarded as naïve. However, the moral metaphysics
that the Cheng brothers construct is different in two crucial aspects. First, instead of
constructing a metaphysics from which to derive moral values, the Cheng brothers start from
empirical moral emotions (qing `Å) and then try to see what metaphysical ground (xing `')
constitutes such emotions as moral. In this sense, their moral metaphysics is similar to Charles
Taylor’s ontological articulation of modern values. Second, instead of acting as the first premise
from which moral principles are deduced as conclusions, the Cheng brothers’ moral
metaphysics appears like a summary of moral experiences. While such summary helps us take
a moral stance in particular situations we have not previously encountered, it cannot trump our
moral experiences. In this sense, the relationship between moral metaphysics and moral
experience in the Cheng brothers is similar to that between general principles of justice and



particular moral intuitions in John Rawls. Therefore, in both cases, they should be situated in a
reflective equilibrium. In chapter 6, I discuss the Cheng brothers’ moral metaphysics, and I
argue that such a moral metaphysics not only is congenial to the naturalistic turn in ethics but
is also indispensable to it.In contrast to Western philosophers who typically claim the originality
of their philosophical system, philosophers in Chinese history have notoriously disowned their
originality. Instead they tend to claim that they merely provide an interpretation of classics,
which contain all that they have to say. In this respect, the Cheng brothers are not an
exception. For this reason, hermeneutics has always been in the forefront of Chinese
philosophy, so it would be interesting to see what unique contributions the Cheng brothers can
make to contemporary hermeneutics, particularly in its ethical dimension. This is what I will do
in the last chapter, with a focus on CHENG Yi. As a self-conscious reflection upon our
interpretational experiences, hermeneutics in its strict sense did not emerge in Western
philosophy until Schleiermacher, usually considered to be the father of modern hermeneutics
(see Schleiermacher 1986; Huang 1996). Even so, hermeneutics remained marginal in
philosophy. It was Hans-Georg Gadamer’s Truth and Method (Gadamer 1993) that brought
hermeneutics into the heart of philosophy. However, contemporary hermeneutics still has much
to learn from CHENG Yi’s neo-Confucian hermeneutics. First, the central debate in
contemporary Western hermeneutics revolves around the question of whether a correct
interpretation should aim at the objective meanings of classics independent of both their
authors and readers; at the original intentions of the authors beyond both classics and readers;
or at the pre-understanding of readers independent of both authors and texts. CHENG Yi,
however, unified the three by means of dao, since for him (Confucian) classics are carriers of
dao, sages wrote classics with an intention to illuminate dao, and readers project upon classics
a preunderstanding of dao. Second, Western hermeneutics has been basically focused on the
interpretation of classical texts, religious or secular. Even the so-called ontological turn of
hermeneutics initiated by Heidegger simply means a hermeneutics of human existence.
Hermeneutics in CHENG Yi, however, is nothing but ontology, since for him hermeneutics is
essentially hermeneutics of dao, the ultimate reality of the universe. Third, and most important,
Western hermeneutics basically aims at understanding. In this respect, even Gadamer’s
hermeneutics, which claims to be a practical philosophy, is not an exception, since it is still only
interested in understanding, even though this involves not merely readers’ understanding of the
text or of the author, but also of themselves, their self-understandings. CHENG Yi’s
hermeneutics, however, unifies understanding dao and practicing dao. In his view, it is a self-
contradiction to say that one understands dao and yet is unable to practice it. In this sense, his
hermeneutics is a more genuine practical philosophy.To see how CHENG Yi’s hermeneutics
actually works, in the appendix, I examine his unique interpretation of two passages in the
Analects, 8.9 and 17.3, that have given commentators headaches throughout history. The two
Analects passages in question are: (1) “Common people can (or: are permitted to) be made to
follow it [dao, the Way] but cannot (or: are not permitted to) be made to know it” (8.9); and (2)
“only the wise above and the stupid below do not change” (17.3). Critics of Confucius,
particularly during the anti-Confucius campaign during the Cultural Revolution of the 1970s,
often regard these two passages as evidence that Confucius advocated a policy of keeping
people in ignorance (yumin a�l�), while his defenders, particularly during the Confucian revival in
Mainland China today, usually argue that the passages are merely Confucius’s lamentation
over the fact that people are ignorant (minyu l�a�). So it seems that both critics and defenders of
Confucius agree that Confucius regarded common people as ignorant, differing only over
whether he held that people are originally ignorant (minyu) or that they are made ignorant



(yumin). In CHENG Yi’s view, however, neither interpretation captures the true meaning of
these two passages because both are content with providing a literal interpretation without an
understanding of the normative principles embodied by the Confucian classics. In this
appendix, I shall contrast CHENG Yi’s philosophical interpretations of these two passages with
more conventional interpretations and show that the former are superior to the latter, not as an
apology for Confucianism but as a significant development thereof.6. ConclusionIn addition to a
brief account of the Cheng brothers as pioneers of the Neo-Confucian movement and an
equally brief summary of the chapters that are to follow, the main purpose of this introduction is
to present a unique methodology of doing Chinese philosophy in the Western context, which is
employed throughout this book. According to this methodology, the way one does Chinese
philosophy should at least be partially determined by the type of audience one intends to
address. Since one who does Chinese philosophy in the Western context must address (at
least also) Western philosophers, an important question one has to keep in mind is why they
ought to care about Chinese philosophy. I believe that they will hardly be interested in learning
how inferior or even absurd some philosophical views developed in the Chinese tradition are;
they may be slightly more interested and sometimes are even surprised to learn that some
Chinese philosophers have developed positions very similar to those in their own tradition,
sometimes much earlier although often less systematic; however, they will perhaps be most
interested in being shown that they can learn things from Chinese philosophy or that Chinese
philosophers have better things to say on the very issues they have been dealing with. I do not
claim that this is the only way to do Chinese philosophy in the Western context, but I do think it
is at least one of the legitimate ways of doing Chinese philosophy in the Western context,
although I also wish to further claim that it is perhaps a more interesting, important, and fruitful
way of doing it.Chapter 1Joy (le j�)“Why Be Moral?”1. IntroductionThe question “Why be moral?”
has long troubled moral philosophers. The question is puzzling, because it does not ask, Why
should we be moral? which is relatively easy to answer. For example, we can use Thomas
Hobbes’s argument: if we are not moral to each other, we will be living in the state of nature, in
which everyone is at war against everyone else. The question is, Why should I be moral? Put
more concretely, it is, Why should I be moral to others, particularly if my not being moral to
others will not cause them to be equally or even more immoral to me? Obviously, this is a
question raised by an egoist who is first of all concerned with his or her self-interest.1 To such
a question, we might be tempted to answer: If everyone, just like you, acts immorally to others,
thinking that acting immorally will not cause others to be equally immoral, then everyone will
act immorally to each other; as a result you will also be treated immorally by others; so you
should be moral to others. However, such an answer is obviously not convincing to the person
who poses the question: even if this were the case, since at least my being moral to others
cannot guarantee that others will be moral to me, why should I be moral to them? It would
certainly be much worse to me if I am moral to others while they are immoral to me.2 In this
chapter, I first examine the legitimacy of the question (section 2) and the inadequacy of some
representative answers to the question in the West (section 3). I then devote the rest of this
chapter to presenting what seems to me a more adequate answer to the question provided by
the Cheng brothers (sections 4–7). I conclude this chapter with a brief summary of this neo-
Confucian answer.2. The Question of “Why Be Moral?As absurd as it might appear, this
question has been repeatedly posed, rather seriously, in the history of Western philosophy. In
the form of “Why should I be just,” it was put most sharply by Glaucon and his brother
Adimantus, as devil’s advocates, in Plato’s Republic. Glaucon presents his famous example of
Gyges’s ring, a ring that one can use to make oneself visible or invisible at will. Suppose that



there are two such rings, with one for a just person and one for an unjust person. On the one
hand, the unjust person uses the ring to make himself invisible when doing unjust things and
visible when doing just things. This is because, in Glaucon’s example, the unjust person is not
someone who consistently does unjust things or does nothing but unjust things. Rather,the
unjust man must act as clever craftsmen do. … The unjust man who attempts injustice rightly
must be supposed to escape detection if he is to be altogether unjust, and we must regard the
man who is caught as a bungler. For the height of injustice is to seem just without being so. To
the perfectly unjust man, then, we must allow him, while committing the greatest wrongs, to
have secured for himself the greatest reputation for justice, and if he does happen to trip, we
must concede to him the power to correct his mistakes by his ability to speak persuasively if
any of his misdeeds come to light. (Plato 1963b, 361a–b)On the other hand, the just person
uses the ring to turn himself invisible when doing just things and visible when not doing just
things. This is becauseif he [the just man] is going to be thought just he will have honors and
gifts because of that esteem. We cannot be sure in that case whether he is just for justice’ sake
or for the sake of the gifts and the honors. So we must strip him bare of everything but injustice
and make his state the opposite of his imagined counterpart. Though doing no wrong he must
have the repute of the greatest injustice, so that he may be put to the test as regards justice
through not softening because of ill repute and the consequences thereof. But let him hold on
his course unchangeable even unto death, seeming all his life to be unjust though being just.
(Plato 1963b, 361c)In short, if an unjust or immoral person can have the appearance of being
just or moral, and a just or moral person can have the appearance of being unjust or immoral,
an egoist will ask, “Why should I be just or moral?” Here, as Glaucon’s brother, Adimantus,
points out, it seems that injustice pays much better than justice: “[T]he consequences of my
being just are, unless I likewise seem so, not assets, they say, but liabilities, labor, and total
loss, but if I am unjust and have procured myself a reputation for justice, a godlike life is
promised” (Plato 1963b, 365b).This same question was later raised again by Thomas Hobbes’s
“irresponsible fool” and David Hume’s “sensible knave.” In Hobbes’s Leviathan, unsatisfied with
their life in the state of nature, in which no one has security, people as rational beings will
follow some general rules of reason or laws of nature. The first law is that people ought to
endeavor to make peace, and the second law is that they ought to make covenants with each
other, in which they mutually agree to lay down some of their natural rights or liberties. It is at
this stage that the “irresponsible fool” comes to the scene. He “hath said in his heart there is no
such thing as justice, and sometimes also with his tongue, seriously alleging that every man’s
conservation and contentment, being committed to his own care, there could be no reason why
every man might not do what he thought conduced thereunto; and therefore also to make or
not make, keep or not keep, covenants was not against reason when it conduced to one’s
benefit” (Hobbes 1998, 15.4). The question the fool has is whether he should honor the
covenant he has made with others or whether it is irrational for him not to honor it. His answer
is that it is rational for him to honor as well as break the covenant, as long as the action he
takes in either case conduces to his benefit, since the “reason,” as the fool understands it,
“dictates to every man his own good; and particularly then when it conduces to such a benefit
as shall put a man in a condition to neglect not only the dispraise and revilings, but also the
power, of other men” (Hobbes 1998, 15.4). Here the fool’s reasoning is this: since it is
reasonable to seek one’s own good, what reason do I have to (why should I) keep the covenant
(be moral)?Hume argues for moral virtues from self-interest or self-love (see Baldwin 2004):
virtues are beneficial to those who possess them, while vices are harmful to those who are
inflicted by them. For example, Hume argues that “avarice, ambition, vanity, and all passions



vulgarly, though improperly, comprised under the denomination of self-love are here excluded
from our theory concerning the origin of morals, not because they are too weak, but because
they have not a proper direction for that purpose” (Hume 1957, 92–93). In other words, they are
considered vices not because they are expressions of self-love, but precisely because they
cannot serve the purpose of self-love. Just like such “monkish virtues” as celibacy, fasting,
penance, mortification, self-denial, humility, silence, and solitude, which Hume thinks should be
placed in the catalogues of vices, they “serve to no manner of purpose; neither advance a
man’s fortune in the world, nor render him a more valuable member of society; neither qualify
him for the entertainment of company, nor increase his power of self-enjoyment[.] We observe,
on the contrary, that they cross all these desirable ends, stupefy the understanding and harden
the heart, obscure the fancy and sour the temper” (Hume 1957, 91).He goes on to argue that
“the immediate feeling of benevolence and friendship, humanity and kindness is sweet,
smooth, tender, and agreeable, independent of all fortune and accidents. … What other
passion is there where we shall find so many advantages: an agreeable sentiment, a pleasing
consciousness, a good reputation?” (Hume 1957, 102). So he thinks that it is superfluous to
prove that “the virtues which are immediately useful or agreeable to the person possessed of
them are desirable in a view to self-interest” (Hume 1957, 100). Hume regards such virtues as
natural in contrast to justice and fidelity, which he regards as artificial. The main distinction
between natural and artificial virtues is that, while one immediately feels that the former are
beneficial to oneself, one does not have such a feeling of the latter. For example, a person who
borrowed money from others does not feel naturally that it serves his self-interest to return the
money. So in the case of artificial virtues, “ ’tis certain, that self-love, when it acts at its liberty,
instead of engaging us to honest actions, is the source of all injustice and violence; nor can a
man ever correct those vices, without correcting and restraining the natural movements of that
appetite” (Hume 1978, 480). To make such correction and restraining, Hume argues that such
artificial virtues are not only “absolutely necessary to the well-being of mankind” (Hume 1957,
121), but also to the well-being of each individual. To show this, he makes an interesting
analogy: “[T]he same happiness, raised by the social virtue of justice and its subdivisions, may
be compared to the building of a vault where each individual stone would, of itself, fall to the
ground; nor is the whole fabric supported but by the mutual assistance and combination of its
corresponding parts” (Hume 1957, 121). Here, by being part of the building, each stone not
only contributes to support the vault but is also being supported by other stones making up the
vault. By analogy, by being just, an individual not only contributes to the well-being of mankind
but also serves his or her own well-being. It is in this sense that Hume thinks that the artificial
virtues ultimately can also be justified by self-love.It is also here, however, that Hume
conceives the possibility of a sensible knave, who, “in particular incidents, may think that an act
of iniquity or infidelity will make a considerable addition to his fortune, without causing any
considerable breach in the social union and confederacy. That honesty is the best possible
policy may be a good general rule, but is liable to many exceptions; and he, it may perhaps be
thought, conducts himself with most wisdom, who observes the general rule, and takes
advantage of all the exceptions” (Hume 1957, 102). In other words, the sensible knave agrees
that acts of justice and fidelity generally contribute to both the well-being of mankind and that
of himself. However, there are exceptions. On the one hand, as Hume himself acknowledges,
sometimes justice does not contribute to the well-being of mankind. For example, “riches
inherited from a parent are in a bad man’s hand the instrument of mischief. The right of
succession may, in one instance, be hurtful” (Hume 1957, 121). On the other hand, similarly,
sometimes violation of justice may better contribute to one’s fortune, especially when such



violations are done wisely so that they will not be found out. So the sensible knave will be just
only when it serves his self-interest but will take all opportunities of injustice when such
injustices better serve his self-interest.Understood this way, the question “Why be moral?” has
often been regarded as absurd and can be safely ignored. Stephen Toulmin, for example,
thinks that this question reaches “the limits of ethical reasoning—that is, the kind of occasion
on which questions and considerations of an ethical kind can no longer arise” (Toulmin 1964,
160). In his view, “ethical reasoning may be able to show why we ought to do this action as
opposed to that, or advocate this social practice as opposed to that,” but “there is no room
within ethics for” the question “why ought one to do what is right.” To be moral is to do what I
should do; and to ask, “Why should I be moral?” is to ask, “Why should I do what I should do?”
which is “on a level with the question ‘Why are all scarlet things red?’ ” (Toulmin 1964, 162). In
other words, for Toulmin, the question “Why should I be moral?” just like the question “Why are
all scarlet things red?” is a tautological question. To answer this question, we can only ask a
rhetorical question, “What else ‘ought’ one to do?” (Toulmin 1964, 162), just like the answer to
the question “Why are scarlet things red?” can only be a rhetorical question: “[W]hat else can
scarlet things be?”3While Toulmin regards this question as illegitimate because it is
tautological, F. H. Bradley considers it unreasonable because it is self-contradictory: morality
asks us to be not self-interested, but the person who asks the question “Why should I be
moral?” is apparently looking for some self-interested reasons for being not self-interested. In
his view, when we ask the question of why be moral, we are regarding morality as a means to
some further end, but morality is the end in itself. He argues that “to take virtue as a mere
means to an ulterior end is in direct antagonism to the voice of the moral consciousness. That
consciousness, when unwarped by selfishness and not blinded by sophistry, is convinced that
to ask for the Why? is simply immorality; to do good for its own sake is virtue, to do it for some
ulterior end or object, not itself good, is never virtue; and never to act but for the sake of an
end, other than doing well and right, is the mark of vice” (Bradley 1935, 61–62).4Is then the
question “Why should I be moral?” indeed an unreasonable one? Here, morality tells one what
one should do. When we ask people to be moral, we are essentially saying that “you should
follow morality”; in other words, we are saying that “you should do what you should do.” So
when someone asks the question “Why should I be moral?” the person is indeed asking “Why
should I do what I should do?” However, this is not a tautological question. Kai Nielsen makes
an important distinction between the moral and nonmoral uses of the word “should.” While the
second “should” is indeed used in the moral sense, the first is used in a nonmoral sense. Thus,
Nielsen points out:When I ask, “Why should I be moral?” I am not asking … “What moral
reason or reasons have I for being moral?” That indeed is like asking “Why are all scarlet
things red?” Rather I am asking, can I, everything considered, give a reason sufficiently strong
—a non-moral reason clearly—for my always giving an overriding weight to moral
considerations, when they conflict with other considerations, such that I could be shown to be
acting irrationally, or at least less rationally than I otherwise would be acting, if I did not give
such pride of place to moral considerations? (Nielsen 1989, 286–87)In other words, the
question “Why should I be moral?” asks “whether it is rational for me to be moral,” assuming it
is a good thing to be moral. However, if this is the case, does this mean that the question “Why
should I be moral” is indeed a self-contradictory question? In appearance it is. Bill Shaw and
John Corvino agree with Nielsen’s distinction between moral and nonmoral uses of the word
“should.” In their view,when people ask, “Why should I be moral?” they are not asking “Why
(morally) ought I to do what I (morally) ought to do?” Such a question clearly would be circular.
Rather, they are asking, “Why is it in my interest to do what I (morally) ought to do?,” “What



(non-moral) reasons are there for acting morally?” or “Why should moral claims have any
purchase on me in the first place?” (“should” is used here in a non-moral sense). Put in these
ways, the question is quite intelligible. (Shaw and Corvino 1996, 374)According to Shaw and
Corvino, the first “should” asks what self-interested reasons I have to do what I ought to do.
Since what I ought to do is something not self-interested, the question “Why should I be
moral?,” that is, “What self-interested reasons do I have to be not self-interested?” becomes a
self-contradictory question. David Copp, however, disagrees. In his view, to ask, “What self-
interested reasons do I have to be moral (to be not self-interested)?” is to ask, “Does morality
override self-interest? Or does self-interest override morality?” Here, Copp assumes that “there
are possible cases in which the overall verdicts of morality and self-interest conflict” and claims
that “the conflict between morality and self-interest in conflict cases is therefore a normative
conflict; it is conflict between the overall verdicts of different normative standpoints. I take it that
the question of whether morality overrides self-interest is the question of whether the verdicts
of morality are normatively more important than the verdict of self-interest” (Copp 1997, 86). I
agree with Nielsen and Copp that the question “Why should I be moral” is neither tautological
nor self-contradictory. It is a legitimate question. However, given the simple fact that whoever
asks the question does not have the inclination to be moral, I shall emphasize the distinction
between moral justification and moral motivation. In its extended form, “Why should I do what I
should do (follow a moral principle)?” the first “should” is not intended to provide a justification
for the second “should” (the moral principle). Otherwise, the moral principle would become
something merely instrumental. Instead, the question “Why should I be moral?” or the first
“should” in its extended form, really concerns the issue of moral motivation. The person who
asks the question is not a moral skeptic. She knows clearly that she should be moral but lacks
the motivation to be so. A person who is motivated to be moral will never ask the question
“Why should I be moral?” Understood this way, the question really asks, “What motivation(s) do
or can I have to be moral?” and this seems to me a perfectly legitimate question.3.
Representative Answers in Western Philosophy and Their InadequaciesIn the history of
Western philosophy, many attempts have been made to provide a satisfactory answer to the
question of why be moral. As the question was raised in Plato, Hobbes, and Hume by their
respective antagonists, it is most fruitful to see how they, as protagonists, try to answer this
question respectively.First, let us take a look at the answer Plato provides to Glaucon’s
question in his Republic. From our above discussion, it is clear that, in posing the question
“Why should I be just?” Glaucon knows that a person should be just; what he is concerned with
is that the person is not necessarily motivated to be just. In response, Plato argues that it pays
to be moral or just. This response starts with a definition of justice in a person, which is based
on his analogy with justice in a state. Just as a state has three classes—economic, military,
and governing—one’s soul also has three parts—appetitive, spirited, and rational. Here to the
appetitive belongs the desire for the pleasures of nutrition and generation (Plato 1963b, 436a).
Sometimes one desires something and yet refuses to have the desire satisfied, which shows
that our soul has something that masters such desires. This is its rational part, by which the
soul reckons and reasons (Plato 1963b, 439d). To the spirited belongs one’s feeling of anger,
which becomes an ally of reason when reason is in conflict with desires (Plato 1963b, 440b).
Now, just as justice in a state means that each class does and does only its respective job,
Plato argues that “each of us also in whom the several parts within him perform each their own
work—he will be a just man” (Plato 1963b, 441e).With such a conception of justice in hand,
Plato continues to argue why justice pays or in what sense a just person is happier than an
unjust person. In relation to the three aspects of the soul, Plato mentions that there are three



kinds of pleasure: (1) when the appetitive part controls the soul (which is injustice, as it should
obey the rational part), there is a pleasure of profit, in comparison with which “the pleasures of
the honor or of learning are of no value except in so far as they produce money” (Plato 1963b,
581d); (2) when the spirited part controls the soul (which is also injustice, as it should assist
reason to control desires), there is only the pleasure of honor, in comparison with which the
pleasure of profit is vulgar and low, while “that of learning, save in so far as the knowledge
confers honor, [is] mere fume and moonshine” (Plato 1963b, 581d); (3) when the rational part
controls the soul (which is justice, as this is its proper job), “the other pleasures compared with
the delight of knowing the truth and the reality” are regarded as “far removed from true
pleasure” and are called “literally the pleasures of necessity” (Plato 1963b, 581e). Now among
these three pleasures, Plato argues that the last pleasure, the pleasure from a just person, is
the genuine pleasure, becauseall our actions and words should tend to give the man [reason]
within us complete domination over the entire man and make him take charge of the many-
headed beast [the other parts of the soul]—like a farmer who cherishes and trains the
cultivated plants but checks the growth of the wild—and he will make an ally of the lion’s
nature, and caring for all beasts alike will first make them friendly to one another and to
himself, and so foster their growth. (Plato 1963b, 589a–b)However, pleasures of injustice are
not genuine pleasure, as by accepting such pleasures, one “enslaves the best part of himself
to the worst … the most divine part of himself to the most despicable and godless part” (Plato
1963b, 589d–e).David Sachs argues that there is a serious problem with Plato’s argument. In
his view, even if a just person in Plato’s sense is indeed a happy person, it is not clear whether
such a just person, a person the several parts of whose soul perform their respective tasks, is
a just person in the common or vulgar sense, which Glaucon has in mind (Plato 1963b, 442d–
443b): a person who does not perform such acts as temple robbing, kidnapping, swindling,
embezzling, stealing, betraying, behaving sacrilegiously, breaking promises, committing
adultery, neglecting parents. For this reason, Sachs claims that Plato’s argument commits a
fallacy of irrelevance. In his view, in order to establish his thesis that justice pays to counter
Glaucon’s thesis that injustice pays, first, Plato “has to prove that his conception of the just
man precludes behavior commonly judged immoral or criminal; that is, he must prove that the
conduct of his just man also conforms to the ordinary or vulgar canons of justice. Second, he
has to prove that his conception of the just man applies to—is exemplified by—every man who
is just according to vulgar conception” (Sachs 1963, 12–153). Sachs argues that Plato “met
neither requirement; nor is it plausible to suppose that he could have met either of
them” (Sachs 1963, 153).5Here I agree with many other Plato scholars (see Vlastos, Mahoney,
Dahl, and Demos) that Plato does argue that a just person in his sense must also be a just
person in the vulgar sense, although he does not provide a watertight proof for it. For example,
immediately after he presents his conception of justice as harmonious function of the tripartite
soul in book 4, Plato relates it to its “commonplace and vulgar” definition and argues that a just
person in his sense would not, when entrusted with a deposit of gold or silver, “withhold it and
embezzle it,” would “be far removed from sacrilege and theft and betrayal of comrades in
private life or of the state in public,” “would not be in any way faithless either in the keeping of
his oaths or in other agreements,” and would have nothing to do with “adultery … and neglect
of parents and of the due service of the gods” (Plato 1963b, 442e–443a). At the end of this list,
Plato makes it clear that the cause of all these is “to be found in the fact that each of the
principles within him does its own work in the matter of ruling and being ruled” (Plato 1963b,
443b). In other words, one’s being just in the vulgar sense is due to one’s being just in the
Platonic sense.6 Moreover, at the end of book 9, Plato has a more direct counterargument to



Glaucon’s claim that injustice pays. He argues that it does not pay for a person to escape
detection in wrongdoing as “he who evades detection becomes a still worse man, while in the
one who is discovered and chastened the brutish part is lulled and tamed and the gentle part
liberated, and the entire soul, returning to its nature at the best, attains to a much more
precious condition in acquiring sobriety and righteousness together with wisdom” (Plato 1963b,
591B).The problem with Plato’s answer lies elsewhere. Assume that it is true that Plato thinks
that a just person in his sense is also a just person in the common sense; also assume that
Plato has provided a convincing argument for this. We are left with the question: How can one
be a just person in Plato’s sense, that is, how can one achieve a harmonious soul? Richard
Kraut argues that this right psychological condition “consists in a receptivity to the valuable
objects that exists independently of oneself” (Kraut 1992, 329). By such valuable objects Kraut
means “forms—those eternal, changeless, imperceptible, and bodiless objects the
understanding of which is the goal of the philosopher’s education … [I]t is precisely because of
the philosopher’s connection with these abstract objects that the philosophical life is superior to
any other” (Kraut 1992, 317). In other words, philosopher is “the paradigm of the just
person” (Kraut 1992, 332). If this is the case, then to be just requires one to be a philosopher.
The question is then whether everyone can become a philosopher, as we expect everyone to
be just. It is here that we have a problem with Plato. As Vlastos points out, “if Plato thought
psychic harmony a necessary condition of a morally just disposition, he must have thought the
latter attainable only by the people of his ideal state and, in the present world, by Platonic
philosophers and their moral dependents; and this would cut out the vast majority of our fellow-
men, all of whom are expected to be justly” (Vlastos 1987, 138). This is precisely what Plato
has repeatedly argued for. For example, he claims that a nature “for the perfect philosopher is a
rare growth among men and is found in only a few” (Plato, 491a–b) and that “philosophy, then,
as the love of wisdom, is impossible for the multitude” (Plato 1963b, 494a). Moreover, in Plato’s
view, this is not a problem to which education or environment alone can provide a solution, for
philosophers must not only be well bred but also well born (Plato 1963b, 496b). If this is the
case, then Plato cannot be thought as having provided an appropriate answer to Glaucon’s
question “Why should I be just?” as the person who asks the question is obviously not a
philosopher and is unlikely to become one and therefore can never enjoy the pleasure the
Platonic just person can.Next, let us take a look at Hobbes’s response to the irresponsible fool.
At the end of the paragraph of his description of the fool’s argument, Hobbes says that the
fool’s “specious reasoning is nevertheless false” (Hobbes 1998, 15.4). While the fool thinks it is
reasonable for him to break the covenant as long as doing so is to his benefit, Hobbes thinks
that it is against reason. As a matter of fact, Hobbes discusses the fool’s argument in his
attempt to establish the third natural law, “men perform their covenants made” (Hobbes 1998,
15.1). Since his natural law is the law that humans will naturally follow in light of their reason, if
it is the light of reason to perform the covenants made, it must be against reason to break it. In
Rosamond Rhodes’s view, Hobbes here makes a distinction between “reason” and “Reason.”
When the fool argues that it is reasonable to break the covenants, it is the lowercase “reason”;
while when Hobbes argues that it is Reasonable to perform the covenants, it is the uppercase
“Reason.” I think this is an important distinction, similar to the one between “rational” (“reason”)
and “reasonable” (“Reason”) made by John Rawls (see Rawls 1996, 48–54). It is rational (in
the sense of a means adequate for an end) for the fool to break the covenant, but it is
reasonable (in the sense of considering others’ interests) for people to perform the covenants.
However, Hobbes tries to argue that the fool’s not performing the covenants made is not only
unreasonable (against Reason) but also irrational (against reason). While Rhodes thinks that



Hobbes succeeds in making this argument (see Rhodes 1992), I shall argue that he fails to do
so.First, Hobbes argues that “when a man doth a thing which notwithstanding anything can be
foreseen and reckoned on tends to his destruction, howsoever some accident which he could
not expect, arriving may turn to his benefit, yet such events do not make it reasonably or wisely
done” (Hobbes 1998, 15.5). Here Hobbes thinks that the fool, in breaking the covenants made,
is knowingly doing something that can be foreseen to tend to his own destruction, although by
accident it may bring him benefits. For this reason, the fool is not reasonable or wise. This
argument is certainly weak, for not only does the fool not think that, by not performing the
covenants made, he is doing something that tends to his destruction, but as a matter of fact, as
Bernard Boxill has powerfully argued, one’s immoral action more often than not does bring him
benefits (see Boxill 1980). Second, Hobbes argues,in a condition of war, wherein every man to
every man, for want of a common power to keep them all in awe, is an enemy there is no man
who can hope by his own strength or wit to defend himself from destruction without the help of
confederates; where every one expects the same defence by the confederation that any one
else also does; and therefore he which declares he thinks it reason to deceive those that help
him can in reason expect no other means of safety than what can be had from his own single
power. (Hobbes 1998, 15.5)Here, Hobbes’s argument fails too. Apparently, Hobbes argues that
the fool is “unReasonable” in the sense that he only expects help from others but does not
want to help others; instead he wants to cause harm to them. However, the fool holds an
instrumental conception of rationality and so it is “reasonable” (with lower “r”) or rational (in
Rawls’s sense) for him to get help from those whom he deceives, as long as he can (i.e., his
means serve his ends).Hobbes provides another reason to argue that the fool is not only
“unReasonable” but also “unreasonable” or “irrational” in his not performing covenants
made:He therefore that breaks his covenant, and consequently declares that he thinks he may
with reason do so, cannot be received into any society that unite themselves for peace and
defence but by the error of them that receive him; nor, when he is received, be retained in it
without seeing the danger of their error; which errors a man cannot reasonably reckon upon as
the means of his security; and therefore, if he be left or cast out of society, he perishes, and if
he lives in society, it is by the errors of other men which he could not foresee nor reckon upon,
and consequently against the reason of his preservation; and so, as all men that contribute not
to his destruction, forbear him only out of ignorance of what is good for themselves. (Hobbes
1998, 15.5)Hobbes’s main argument here is that the fool’s success (that his means [breaking
the covenants] can serve his goal [conducing to his benefits]) entirely relies upon his not being
found breaking the covenants. In Hobbes’s view, here the fool overestimates his ability to
deceive others and underestimates others’ ability to detect his deception, and this is irrational:
They areprone to all such Crimes, as consist in Craft, and in deceiving of their neighbors;
because they think their designes are too subtle to be perceived. These I say are effects of a
false presumption of their own wisdome. … Those that deceive upon hope of not being
observed, do commonly deceive themselves (the darkness in which they believe they lye
hidden, being nothing else but their own blindnesse) and are no wiser than Children, that think
all hid, by hiding their own eyes. (Hobbes 1998, 27.16)Of course, if the fool will do nothing but
immoral things and still hope that they will not be found, he is indeed not only unReasonable
but also irrational. However, the fool obviously does not always break the covenants he made.
He does so only when he is quite sure that he will not be found.Let us now examine Hume’s
answer to the sensible knave. At the beginning, Hume seems to think that the question raised
by the sensible knave is not worthy of responding: “[I]f a man think that this reasoning much
requires an answer, it would be a little difficult to find any which will to him appear satisfactory



and convincing. If his heart rebel not against such pernicious maxims, if he feel no reluctance
to the thoughts of villainy or baseness, he has indeed lost a considerable motive to
virtue” (Hume 1957, 102–03). However, he does provide several answers. First, Hume argues
that knaves, “with all their pretended cunning and abilities, [are] betrayed by their own maxims;
and while they purpose to cheat with moderation and secrecy, a tempting incident occurs,
nature is frail, and they give into the snare; hence they can never extricate themselves, without
a total loss of reputation, and the forfeiture of all future trust and confidence with
mankind” (Hume 1957, 103). This answer is weak, to say the least. As we have seen, sensible
knaves follow moral principles in general cases and only take exceptions when they are doing
immoral things. These exceptions are obviously the occasions where the sensible knave finds it
safe to be immoral, so it will not cause “any considerable breach in the social union and
confederacy.” It is thus unlikely that he will lose reputation or trust by others. Hume’s reply
assumes that whenever one does something unjust, one will be found out, but this is obviously
not the case.7What we say here also applies to Hume’s second criticism of sensible knaves. In
Hume’s view, sensible knavesthemselves are, in the end, the greatest dupes, and have
sacrificed the invaluable enjoyment of a character, with themselves at least, for the acquisition
of worthless toys and gewgaws. How little is requisite to supply the necessities of nature? And
in a view to pleasure, what comparison between the unbought satisfaction of conversation,
society, study, even health and the common beauties of nature, but above all the peaceful
reflection on one’s own conduct; what comparison, I say, between these and the feverish,
empty amusements of luxury and expense? These natural pleasures, indeed, are really without
price; both because they are below all price in their attainment, and above it in their enjoyment.
(Hume 1957, 103)Here, Hume tries to argue that, in comparison with satisfaction of
conversation, society, study, even health and the common beauties of nature, and peaceful
reflection on one’s own conduct, what the sensible knave can get by being immoral are simply
worthless toys and gewgaws and feverish, empty amusement of luxury and expense. This
argument is also problematic. On the one hand, what the sensible knave gains through his
immoral actions are certainly not what Hume regards as worthless, as otherwise they would
not be motivated to be immoral. On the other hand, since the sensible knave keeps his immoral
actions secret and so still has an appearance of being moral, he may still be able to have all
the valuable things Hume thinks a moral person can have, except perhaps the last item, the
“peaceful reflection on one’s own conduct,” which I will discuss in relation to Hume’s next
criticism.Hume sees a third problem with the sensible knave: “[I]n all ingenuous natures, the
antipathy to treachery and roguery is too strong to be counter-balanced by any views of profit
or pecuniary advantage. Inward peace of mind, consciousness of integrity, a satisfactory review
of our own conduct; these are circumstances, very requisite to happiness, and will be
cherished and cultivated by every honest man, who feels the importance of them” (Hume 1957,
103).8 Here, Hume makes another list of good things requisite to happiness but unavailable to
someone who performs immoral things: peace of mind, consciousness of integrity, satisfactory
review of one’s own conduct. They are indeed significantly different from the things on the list
of Hume’s second criticism. As we have seen, by hiding his immoral actions and presenting an
appearance of being moral, the sensible knave can still obtain things on the previous list. In
contrast, the things listed here are not available to the sensible knave, since they are all related
to his inner life. While the knave can hide his immoral actions from others, he cannot hide them
from himself. It is in this sense that I disagree with Postema, who argues that the successful
knave can also enjoy these things (Postema 1988, 34). In my view, the problem with Hume’s
criticism here lies rather in his assumption that the sensible knave cares about such things. A



person will care about these things only if he still has some conscience. However, as Hume
himself acknowledges, the sensible knave does not have a heart that rebels against pernicious
maxims, so he feels no reluctance to the thoughts of villainy or baseness.In addition to Plato,
Hobbes, and Hume, of course, many other philosophers have tried to answer the same
question of “Why be moral?” either directly or indirectly. Among them Aristotle and Kant are
most representative. I shall discuss the Aristotelian answer in section 6. In the remainder of this
section, I shall briefly examine the one provided by Kant. Moral motivation or, rather, motivation
for morality, is a particularly pressing issue for Kant. He makes a clear distinction between
morality and inclination, whose satisfaction happiness is (Kant 1956a, 75–76). In his view, the
moral worth of an action is entirely independent of one’s inclination. Thus he claims thatthere
are many spirits of so sympathetic a temper that … they find an inner pleasure in spreading
happiness around them and can take delight in the contentment of others as their own work.
Yet I maintain that in such a case an action of this kind, however right and however amiable it
may be, has still no genuinely moral worth; suppose that the mind of this friend of man were
overclouded by sorrows of his own which extinguished all sympathy with the fate of others, but
that he still had power to help those in distress, though no longer stirred by the need of others
because sufficiently occupied with his own; and suppose that, when no longer moved by any
inclination, he tears himself out of this deadly insensibility and does the action without any
inclination for the sake of duty alone; then for the first time his action has its genuine moral
worth. (Kant 1956b, 66)Kant provides two pictures of actions in consistence with duty: one is
the person who acts from a natural inclination but not from a sense of duty; the other is the
person who acts from a sense of duty but not from an inclination. Since he claims that only the
action from the sense of duty has moral value, it is clear that the moral value comes from one’s
sense of duty and not from one’s inclination. Of course Kant also allows an action both from
one’s inclination and one’s duty to have moral value, although, even in this case, the moral
value still comes from the sense of duty and not from the inclination. What the coincidental
inclination adds is merely the delight one may have in performing the moral action.9So, in
Kant’s case, for those spirits of sympathetic temper, the issue of moral motivation does not
exist: whatever they are inclined to do is precisely what they morally ought to do. However, for
most people, what they morally ought to do is often not what they are inclined to do, and what
they are inclined to do is often not what they morally ought to do. For such people, “Why should
I be moral” becomes a very natural question. If this question is not answered, even if people
know what they ought to do, they will not be motivated to do what is moral. For this reason,
Kant developed the idea of the highest good (summum bonum), which includes both morality
and happiness (satisfaction of inclination). However, since morality does not imply happiness,
nor does happiness imply morality, either synthetically or analytically, Kant has to postulate the
existence of God to cause the harmony between happiness and morality and an immortal soul
through which such harmony can be maintained. About this, Kant says very clearly that
“without a God and without a world invisible to us now but hoped for, the glorious ideas of
morality are indeed objects of approval and admiration, but not springs of purpose and
action” (Kant 1965, 640).10Kant’s answer is unsatisfactory. As many philosophers have seen,
one problem lies in his problematic postulation of God. In this respect, Kai Nielsen makes the
most vehement criticism:
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